MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO: 2019-07-08-05

TO: ALL PRESIDENTS OF COMPONENT, SPECIALTY DIVISIONS, SUB SPECIALTY AND AFFILIATE SOCIETIES

DATE: JULY 8, 2019

SUBJECT: PREORDER OF PMA COFFEE TABLE BOOK

Dear Colleagues:

We wish to inform everyone that we are now be accepting PREORDERS for the PMA Coffee Table Book entitled IMPRINT: A Look Back at the Philippine Medical Association.

This Coffee Table Book aims to present PMA as a vibrant organization with a rich and colorful history, noble advocacy, and dynamic people that are essential to our nation building.

Take advantage of our INTRODUCTORY PRICE of P10,000 for the 5 VOLUMES of the PMA Coffee Table Book until August 31, 2019.

Only 200 copies will be produced. NO REPRINTS.

Upon release of VOLUME 1 during the PMA Founding Anniversary on September 15, 2019. The PMA Coffee Table Book will be sold at P12,000 for the 5 Volumes.

Volume 2-5 will be released on FEBRUARY 28, 2020.

You may pay thru the Philippine Medical Association Metrobank Savings Account # 273-3-273-803-000 and email DEPOSIT SLIP with your PRINTED NAME on it to pmacbtteam@outlook.com then cc Ms. Liezl Mendigo at pma1903secretariat@gmail.com to RESERVE your slot.
Be a proud owner of this LIMITED EDITION publications that immortalizes PMA and all its milestone in the pages of the Coffee Table Book for everyone to remember PMA by. This will be the IMPRINT of PMA in our lives.

Ano pa inintay nyo? PREORDER now!

Yours truly,

[Signature]
CAROLYN V. ENRIQUEZ, MD
Chair, Committee on PMA Coffee Table Book

Noted by:

[Signature]
RICARDO A. BATAc, MD
Secretary General

[Signature]
JOSE P. SANTIAGO, MD
President